Poster Sessions automated data collection system. With this system, automatic sample exchange, centering, data collection and data processing are automatically carried out according to a user defined schedule. The construction of the beamline will be completed in the summer shutdown of PF-AR. The beamline commissioning will be finished by the end of March 2009. The first user operation is expected in April 2009. Here, we will present the general outline and current progress of this project. Structural Biology Research Center at the Photon Factory currently operates 4 structural biology beamlines. AR-NW12A, BL-5A and BL-17A are insertion device (ID) beamlines, while BL-6A is a conventional bending magnet beamline. Among these ID beamlines, AR-NW12A and BL-5A are high-throughput structural biology beamlines. A micro-focus beamline BL-17A was newly constructed and opened to general users in 2006. It was designed for microcrystal structure analysis. In addition, the intense lower energy beam at around 6 keV is used for structure determination by SAD phasing with light atoms. In the next two years, two more beamline construction plans are scheduled. A new high-throughput beamline will be built at PF-AR NE3A in summer 2008 and opened to users in April, 2009. The beamline is expected to show a higher performance than current high-throughput beamlines. The beamline will be mainly dedicated to drug design. Another new beamline will be built at PF BL-1A in FY2009. The goal is to deliver brilliant lower energy beam at around 4-5 keV (dedicated to sulphur SAD experiment) and more photon flux at around 12keV than that of BL-17A. After completion of these two new beamlines, we will operate three high-throughput, two micro-crystallography and one conventional beamlines. For further high-throughput protein crystallography, we facilitate automation of beamline operation, with developments of sample changer robots, automatic sample centering system and unified beamline control software. These developments based on stable beamlines and reliable network will allow for the goal of full integrated structure determination pipeline. Here, we will introduce overview of our beamline developments and our future plans. As for details of topics, please refer to our other presentations. The Stanford Automated Mounting (SAM) system plays a crucial role in the JCSG crystal screening effort. Promising crystals are identified for data collection and screening results are used to optimize crystallization conditions. Typically, 2500+ crystals from ~70 protein targets are screened each month. We have developed several software and hardware tools to help us efficiently perform this activity. A cassette/dewar tracking system allows us to manage our crystal inventory. A 2D barcode reader is under development to verify the cassette identity prior to screening. A protocol was established to check the vacuum integrity in our shipping dewars to give an early warning of a failing dewar. A crystal sorting interface has been implemented in BLU-ICE, allowing us to consolidate our crystal inventory and to archive crystals that have been used for data collection. The interface also transfers crystals between SSRL cassettes and ALS pucks, which is particularly useful when we collect data at other synchrotron facilities. For the last 3 years during the SSRL summer shutdown, a Rigaku MM-002 X-ray microsource generator was used for screening. In 2007, we upgraded to a MM-002+ system, which we installed inside the BL1-5 hutch.
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The mounting for the source allowed us to take advantage of all the existing beamline hardware, including the SAM system. Typical screening exposure times were 5min per 0.5 degree. The MM002+ achieved double the throughput (>100 crystals/day), compared with the MM002 source. The diffraction resolution obtained with the microsource correlated well with the same crystal exposed using a SR source. The JCSG is funded by NIGMS/PSI, U54 GM074898. SSRL is funded by DOE BES, and the SSRL SMB program by DOE BER, NIH NCRR BTP and NIH NIGMS.
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X06DA is a new protein crystallography beamline at Swiss Light Source, which receives X-rays from a 2.9 Tesla super-bending magnet. The beamline is envisioned to fulfill the requirements of both industrial and academic users by combining a high degree of automation with high performance. In order to achieve maximum efficiency, beamline automation is implemented from optics alignment, energy changing, sample changing and centering, through to crystal screening, data collection, data processing and structure solution. A Bartels dual channel cut monochromator (DCCM) combined with collimating mirror and toroidal focusing mirror ensures rapid energy changing with a true fixed beam position at sample. A novel and compact goniometer (PRIGO) will offer freedom to position a crystal in many unique orientations (Chi: 0 -70 Phi: 0 -360 ) while minimizing the collision risk with other beamline instruments. By combining DCCM and PRIGO, energy interleaved data collection with optimal crystal orientation could be carried out to fully exploit anomalous signals for SAD and MAD phasing. Furthermore, a versatile automatic sample changing system (IRELEC C176
